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Keep pushing on the gaps. We need to fill and overlap where 
we can be successful.

Learn about disaster tax credits

Understand needs of recovery to inform services

New emphasis on community preparedness & resilience 
education

Finding innovation immediate, intermediate, with long term 
housing plans

Bring these summit ideas up to state level on the policy side to 
connect and help get these ideas implemented

Advocate and Know Policy
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Identify key community leaders

Reorganizing & rapid response of local community coalitions is critical to the recovery and 
rebuilding post wildfire

Create places for public leaders to collaborate

Create spaces for emerging leaders to bring new ideas in as they are working with 
communities

Recovery requires a community. Government, non-profits, residents, and members of the 
private sector

Connect with local providers similar to those met at conference

Collaborate with new connections

Collaborate for comradery. Bring people together to share stories & heal together. Learn 
from each other. 

Call tech partners to table.

New Collaborations
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Making this learning accessible and build grassroots capacity

More case studies on success stories

Drill down on challenges

Institutionalizing a permanent organizational framework for pre-, during, and post-
wildfire disaster actions, (collaboration b/w public, private, & non-profit sectors)

Post-wildfire disaster construction best practices & cost containment

Know that trauma is part of the conversation and should inform care, collaboration, 
and work. Climate related disasters = increase in trauma

Reframe grant proposals based on knowledge from summit

Have pre-positioned contracts ready at-hand

Develop and Share Information
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Making connection help remember stages along the way and 
previewing what lies ahead

Expand regional emergency communications (Watch Duty)

How are volunteers used? Managed?

Welcome the fire and increase collaboration with tribes and 
indigenous peoples

Have a discussion about trauma informed care

Align and combine forces around insurance advocacy (yes, 
collaborate)

Work on Specific Initiatives


